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Submissions Invited

The Canadian Clinical PsychologistJPsychologue Clinicien Canadien invites submissions from section members
and others. Briefarticles, conference or symposia overviews, opinion pieces, and the like are all welcome.
Submissions will be screened for merit and length as a condition ofacceptance for publication. The thoughts
and views of contributors are strictly those ofthe author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the position of either
the Section, or the Canadian Psychological Association, or ofany of its officers or directors. Please send your
submission, in English or French, directly to the editor, preferably either on disk or via e-mail attachment. The
newsletter is published three times a year. Submission deadlines for these issues are as follows: October 20
(November Issue), January 20 (February Issue), and April 20 (May Issue).

Newsletter Editor

Alex S. Weinberger, PhD

Gilmour Psychological Services, Third Fl

437 Gilmour St.

Ottawa, Ontario K2P OR5

Tel: 613-230-4709lFax: 613-230-8274

alex_weinberger@ocdsb.edu.on.ca
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The Million

Clinical

Multiaxial

Inventory-lIlT><

(MCMI-IlITW)

provides a

framework for clinicians to develop a clinical picture

of their patient that integrates Axis I clinical

syndromes with the potential complications of Axis II
disorders. The MCMI-IlI can be particularly helpful:

• With patients who exhibit DSM·N Axis I symp
toms: The MCMI-III provides greater insight into

the treatment of Axis I clinical syndromes by

exploring Axis II pathology that may be

complicating treatment. This is especially valuable

when employing brief therapy techniques.

• With patients that may have a personality disorder:

The MCMI-III can help confirm your diagnosis

and provide additional information about how to

deal with the patient in treatment.

• In difficult or confusing cases: Clinicians find that

the report provides additional hypotheses to

consider as well as clues to pursue during

patient interviews.

The MCMI·III consists of 175 items, 2 additional

scales and revised sections of the interpretive report.

The MCMI-III continues to provide the brevity that

both you and your patients value.

MCMI-IIT

- Mama!

MillIlI'I Oinical MDlIWcialIJM:nlmy-Dr
~1ofl1Ul,1'W)

Ask us about how you can score the MeMI-ill in your
office using the Microtest QTM Assessment system!

Try the MCMI-IlI for yourself! Order a Mail-In Preview Package:

#00762 MCMI-III Mail-In Preview Package (Includes a Manual, and a/l materials
needed to administer, score and receive one interpretive report via our Mail-ln scoring service) .... 'I 12.00

"Million Clinical Mulliaxial Inventory·m" and "MeMl·m" ue trademarks or National Computer Systems.

To inquire about, or o"der any of the above products, please contact one of our customer service representatives
Toll Free at (800) 268-60 II. In Toronto, call (416)424-1700, FAX (416) 424-1736,

or wl'ite to us at MHS, 6S Overlea Blvd., Suite 210. Toronto, ON M4H I PI



See you in Edmonton!

Alan MacDonald and Susan Jerrott
Dalhousie University

Psychology Works! The Development ofan
Advocacy Campaign*

WIlson, past-chair, and Candace A Konnert,
secretary-treasurer, both ofwho have done an out
standing job on the executive over the past three
years. Keith and Candace will be rotating offthe ex
ecutive at the end of the current year.
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*The following is an excerpt from the introductory i
section ofa campaign kit currently being constructed i
by graduate students Susan Jerrott and Alan Mac- ~

Donald. j
i

The discipline ofClinical Psychology has kept a low I
profile in the rublic ~nception ofhealth-care in this I
country. Let s face It, we as psychologists are not I
marketing wizards nor are we public relations ex-
~erts. Our expertise lies in research, program evalua- (
non, assessment and helping individuals and families •
to cope with emotional and psychological distress. I
We do a goodj.ob and we provide a valuable service
to the communrty. However, in failing to promote
our talents and accomplishments, the public is often
~nfu~ about where to tum ifthey are experiencingI
~culnes. Moreover, we find ourselves competing
wrth several levels ofprofessionals for health-care ll!

dollars, including psychiatrists, clinical social work- 1
ers, nurses, counselors, occupational therapists...even
physiotherapists. When budget cuts have to be
made, the disciplines which have demonstrated them
selves to be invaluable, both in terms of skills and in i
terms of public demand, are those which will flourish. ~
Given recent cutbacks in the psychology departments i
of~veral Ontario hospitals, psychology appears to I
be m danger of losing this battle. ~

;;
!:

The problem mentioned above is compounded by the ~
~gma which continues to linger about mental health Ii
ISSUes. Many people still believe that they should be
able to deal with psychological or emotional ~

~
;;4

Message from the Chair

Charles Morin

As I am looking at the program for the next CPA
meeting in Edmonton, I believe members ofour sec
tion will be very pleased with the content and deliv
ery of the program. In addition to six pre-convention
and one post-convention workshops, there will be
four symposia, five mini-workshops, three conversa
tion sessions, four theory reviews, and more than 70
posters ofpotential interest to our section. The pre
sentations will address both scientific and profes
sional issues and will cover a broad range ofthemes
relevant to clinical psychology (e.g., anxiety, affec
tive, eating, substance abuse, and sleep disorders;
IDV/AIDS, abused/neglected children, internship,
supervision, practice issues in northern communities).

On a different note, the work of two task forces
should be ofinterest to our section membership.
First, a CPA-appointed task force on Psy.D. pro
grams has recently completed a preliminary docu
ment which is currently being circulated for discus
sion and comments. I would strongly urge you to
read this document and to forward your comments
directly to Dr. Bob Robinson (Task Force Chair). In
my opinion, this document will have a significant im
pact in shaping the future ofCanadian training pro
grams in clinical psychology. The Clinical section
also asked another group (John Hunsley, chair) to
prepare a document presenting a Canadian perspec
tive on Empirically-Supported Therapies (EST). The
preliminary document was discussed extensively at
our Wmter meeting in WInnipeg and it is expected
that a revised draft will be made available in the near
future to our membership for comments.

Finally, it is election time and I would encourage you
to get involved in the section activities by nominating
a colleague or yourself for the position ofchair-elect.
Although I was somewhat reluctant initially to take
on this type ofresponsibility it turned out to be an
excellent opportunity to become more aware ofpro
fessional issues facing clinical psychology. Overall, it
has been a very good learning experience and I
would encourage you to also get involved. I would
also like to take this opportunity to thank Keith
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difficulties on their own. For whatever reason, peo
ple believe that these types ofproblems represent a
sort ofweakness. Seeking help for emotional diffi
culties sometimes becomes a shameful secret. Mean
while, individuals have no difficulty going to see a
doctor for an infection or a broken limb. Psychologi
cal problems, however, can be just as debilitating as
physical ailments in terms ofemotional distress,
physical impact and occupational disruption. During
our campaign, we relied on a useful analogy to illus
trate this point. We drew attention to a recent sur
vey conducted by the American Psychological associ
ation (APA) which found that 700.10 ofrespondents
did not know when or where to seek help for an
emotional problem. ''Imagine,'' we said, "if 70010 of
people with a broken leg did not seek help from a
doctor. There would be a lot ofpeople walking
around in pain and many would not be walking at
all."

In our own survey ofindividuals in small communi
ties throughout Nova Scotia, we found that the ma
jority ofrespondents had a positive attitude about the
value ofpsychological services. However, they often
lacked knowledge about the expertise ofpsycholo
gists, how to properly evaluate when they needed
psychological help and how to access that help.
Given the low profile ofpsychological services, com
peting health care professions, stigma attached to
seeking help and lack ofpublic knowledge about psy
chology and how it may be accessed, it was clear to
us that some sort ofadvocacy plan was necessary to
increase awareness ofpsychology in Canada. Such
an effort has already been launched by the APA in
the United States.

We felt it would be important to introduce psychol
ogy as a valuable health care service and de-mystify
some ofthe ideas and misconceptions surrounding
the discipline. In addition, we wanted people to gain
some recognition ofwhen they should seek help for
an emotional or psychological problem. In keeping
with this goal, we also wanted people to have more
information about how to access psychological ser
vices in their communities and explain the network of
services available. Finally, and perhaps most impor
tantly, we wanted to reduce the stigma associated
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with mental illness and contribute to normalizing the i
process of seeking psychological assistance. Preju- I
dice and misunderstanding are rooted in a fear of the ~
unknown. We felt that providing information in a I
non-threatening format, through interactive presenta- ~

tions and media interviews, would address gaps in ~
the public knowledge. ~

~
if

In developing a methodology for raising awareness ~

ofpsychology in the province ofNova Scotia and ;'i

Canada, we wanted to do more than a one-shot ad- ~

vocacy campaign. We wanted to create a vehicle for ~

advocacy which could be used by professionals ~

across the country. We knew that several questions ~
==needed to be addressed: What would be the most ~

important information to get across to the public? ~
;;::

What would be the most effective means of dissemi- §

nating this information? Which part of the popula- '"
tion would be targeted? How would we create a tan- i
gible link between the information being presented ~

and psychological services in the province? How ~
would we assess the effectiveness ofthe campaign? i
How could we capture the spirit and information of I
the campaign into a kit that could be used by other i
professionals across the country? ~

'"E
'"

Our initial feeling was that a series ofpresentations in i
various parts of the province accompanied by media ~

coverage and interviews would have the best chance ~
ofgetting our message out to people. We knew,
however, that talks or presentations can be swal
lowed up in major urban areas and it is often difficult
to make an impact or receive effective media cover
age. For this reason, we felt that it was important to
start at the community level, particularly smaller i

communities. In small communities presentations I
have the benefit of reaching a large proportion of the f
population through word of mouth and, we felt, i
might have a bigger impact on individuals. In addi- I
tion, we knew that smaller communities do not have I
the same level ofexposure to access to psychological j
services compared to larger urban areas and there- ~

fore might be more interested in presentations which I
addressed psychological concerns. Thus, we devel- i
oped a grass-roots-type campaign, targeting commu- I
nities of20,000 people or less in various geographi- i

Ii<

cal regions ofthe province ofNova Scotia - !
;;;

¥



services in their local area.

The media also played an instrumental role in com
municating our message to the public. Through in
terviews and coverage ofour presentations, we were

We are using the phrase 'Psychology Works!' to de
scribe this campaign because, essentially, this is the
message we want to get across to the Canadian pub
lic. The word psychology will continue to be on ev-

Yarmouth, New Glasgow, and Glace Bay.

Using the Attitudes Towards Seeking Professional
Help Scale (Fisher and Turner, 1970) and APA's
telephone questionnaire from their recent advocacy
campaign as a template, we designed a survey to as
sess knowledge and attitudes about psychology in the
province ofNova Scotia. The survey had the two
fold purpose of 1) isolating areas ofmisunderstand
ing or lack ofconfidence in psychological services to
help us in deciding what information would be im
portant to communicate to the public; and, 2) helping
us to see changes in attitudes, ifany, after the com
munity presentations were complete.

Surveys were sent out to randomly selected house
holds in each community we visited, both before our
presentations and after. Moreover, we adapted the
surveys for use during the actual presentations so
that we could assess the impact ofour talk on the in
dividuals who were in attendance (a direct measure
ofthe effectiveness ofour presentation). Analysis of
the data from these questionnaires is still in progress.

Obviously, we knew that the quality and content of
our presentations would be the central component of
the entire campaign. We had to be sure to get across
a message that could be easily digestible and that
would make an impact on our potential audience. It
was important to keep our goals firmly in mind while
developing the presentations. We wanted to intro
duce psychology as a health-care service, outline the
benefits of psychology and explain the mechanisms of
psychological intervention. We chose to house these
objectives within a framework ofa particular topic
(anxiety) to provide information on how psychology
could help individuals, families and groups to address
a pertinent psychological concern.

We also wanted to make the public aware ofthe net
work of psychological services available in the
province and how they might be accessed. Our hope
was to build bridges with communities by coordinat
ing our efforts with psychological services in each
area. Thus, we decided to bring in liaisons from the
psychological field in each community to provide our
audience with first-hand information about accessing
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able to reach a much larger cross-section ofthe pop- j
II:

ulation, both locally and provincially. We were inter-I
viewed by several newspapers, radio stations and a il
live call-in talk show on the Global Television Net- j

'"work. Ofcourse, once the media becomes involved ~

with a project like this, the presenter no longer has ~
complete control over what information is related to ~

individuals or what angle might be given to one's ~

work. Thus, based on our personal experiences, we ~

have included an extensive section on media relations i
'"in our campaign kit. i
"~
:Ii

We are presently taking everything that we have $

done to this point - the rationale for the project, the i
surveys, the interviews, the presentations, the media I
coverage - and packaging it for others to use as an ~

effective advocacy tool. Our goal is to have profes- ~

sionals from large and small communities working ~

together towards the common cause of raising public I
awareness ofpsychological services across Canada. i
All the information and materials necessary to con- i (
tinue our work will be in the campaign kit. We are I

l:;

including a how-to checklist for developing a series i
ofpresentations in other provinces,. names ofcontact ~

people, a detailed presentation script, a video ofthe I
presentation, hand-outs and pamphlets, presentation ~

materials, evaluation forms, feedback results and, I
perhaps most importantly, a first-hand account of I
some ofthe issues and difficulties (and pleasures) in- I
volved in conducting this campaign. ;

I
~
i
:0;
.I

I
eryone's lips in the future It is our hope that some ~

real meaning and understanding of the importance of I
the word will soon accompany it. i

:!;

'"'"~
~s
§
i
!
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Cognitive therapy ofdepression: Recent developments in theory and
practice. K. Dobson**

Psychological treatment of insomnia.
C. Morin (8:00-10:00, Salon 4)

** workshop co-sponsored by CPA's Clinical Psychology section and
the Psychologists' Association ofAlberta

Topics in stress and coping at work and at home.
J. Dump, moderator (8:30-10:30, Salon 9)

Anxiety disorders: An update for the clinician.
J. Walker, moderator (10:3Q..12:30, Salon 4)

The prediction of suicide: Where do we go from here?
M. Heisel (10:0Q..10:30, Salon 15/16)

Youth gambling: Prevalence, risk factors, clinical issues and social
policy. 1. Derevensky (11:30-12:00, Salon 13/14)

The WAIS-ill: A psychometric and clinical evaluation. D. Hildebrand
(12:00-12:30, Salon 13/14)

Psychology in Edmonton:
Clinical Psychology Activities for the National Convention

June 3 - 7, 1998
I
I

Mark your calendar for June 3 - 7 and make tracks to Edmonton for the 1998 Canadian Psychological Associa- I
tion's 59th annual convention. To help you organize your conference days (or to help those of you sitting on the i
fence to take the plunge), we give you a preview of many of the activities that may be of interest to clinical psy- i
chologists. The list below reflects only one portion ofthe convention program. The convention's full program in- I
eludes several distinguished speakers, highlighted in CPA's newsletter, Psynopsis, as well as presentations from I
other areas of psychology. i
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Exposure in the treatment ofanxiety disorders: Principles and clinical I
applications. M. Dugas & 1. Rheaume (1:00-3:00, Salon 10) ~

'*
Psychology works: An advocacy campaign to bring psychology to the public. i
A. MacDonald & S. Jerrott (2:0Q..3:00, Salon 7) ~

~

!
~

J

Wednesday, June 3

Preconvention Workshop:

Clinical Symposium

Thursday, June 4

CPA Clinical Section
Invited Workshop:

Theory Reviews:

CPA Clinical Section
Invited Symposium:

Conversation Session:

Workshop:

)
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Friday, June 5

Clinical Symposium:

Workshop:

CPA Clinical Section Invited
Conversation Session:

Clinical Section Reception:

Clinical Section
Business Meeting:

Theory Review:

Clinical Psychology Posters:

Workshop:

Conversation Session:

Saturday, June 6

Clinical Symposium:

Workshop:

Clinical Symposia:

Sunday June 7

Postconvention Workshop:

Cognitive and personality vulnerability to depressive symptoms.
D. Clark, moderator (8:00-10:00, Salon 17/18)

Assessment and treatment ofMYA-related posttraumatic stress disorder.
W. Koch (8:00-10:00, Salon 11)

How to get the internship you really want.
1. Pearce, chair (10:00-11:00, Salon 11)

11:00-12:00 noon, Salon 5

12:00-1:00, Salon 5

Salutogenic personality characteristics: A prerequisite for practice in
remote communities? C. de Wet (12:00-12:30, Salon 17/18)

1:00-3:00, Hall B

Ethical dilemmas in professional supervision.
G. Lucki (2:00-4:00, Salon 2)

Innovations in therapy training and supervision.
K. Mothersill (3:00-4:00, Salon 17/18)

Social phobia: the neglected anxiety disorder?
P. Furer, moderator (8:00-10:00, Salon 5)

CPA guidelines for psychologists in addressing recovered memories.
J. Pettifor (8:00-10:00, Salon 4)

Rural and northern clinical practice and training.
L. Keith, moderator (1:30-3:30, Salon 17/18)

Psychotherapy ofabused and neglected children.
1. Pearce & T. Pezzot-Pearce**

** workshop co-sponsored by CPA's Clinical Psychology section
and the Psychologists' Association ofAlberta

8



Fellows of the Clinical Section

John Service is well known in the Canadian psychology
community as the Executive Director ofCPA. John's

mtecest in psychology was kindled during his undergraduate
work with Julian Blackburn at Trent University. He
completed a Master's degree at George Wtlliams College
in Chicago, after which he moved to Sudbury to teach at the
community college level and work in student counseling.
John then went to the University of Georgia for his doctoral
training, and graduated in 1980. He did his internship at the
University ofManitoba. I

j
!,

With his training completed, John moved on to New Glasgow, Nova Scotia, to fulfill his interest in working I
in rural mental health. At the Aberdeen Hospital, John rose to the position ofChair ofthe multidisciplinary I
Department ofMental Health Services. During that time, John was also very active within the discipline, both 1

at the provincial and national levels. John served on the Nova Scotia Board ofExaminers, and participated I
broadly in the Association ofPsychologists ofNova Scotia and the Council ofProvincial Associations ofPsy- I
chology. Within CPA, John has served as Chair ofthe Ethics Committee, Chair of the Joint CPAlCPAP Task!
Force on Specialty Designations, and as a member ofthe Professional Affairs Committee. John became Exec- I

I

utive Director ofCPA in 1993. i
i
!

I
I
!
!
!

I,
I

Sam is past chair of the CPA Section ofClinical Psychology, and he has recently served as a member ofthe I
task force assembled by the Section to review the current status of empirically supported treatments. Sam has i
also held administrative positions with the Canadian Pain Society, the Canadian Council of Clinical Psychology i
Programs, and the Canadian Group Psychotherapy Association. Currently, Sam is a member ofthe executive I
committee ofthe Clinical Psychology Section ofthe Ontario Psychological Association. i

Sam Mikail is a staffpsychologist at the Southdown
Institute in Aurora, Ontario, a centre that specializes

in work with the religious and the clergy. Sam completed
his undergraduate education at the University ofWaterloo
and his graduate training in clinical/community psychology
at the University of Saskatchewan. He was a predoctoral
intern at the Holy Cross Hospital in Calgary. After his
internship, Sam took a position at the Rehabilitation Centre
in Ottawa where he stayed for nine years and was instrumental
in establishing the accredited internship program at the Royal
Ottawa Health Care Group.

)

In addition to his extensive list ofcontributions to Canadian Psychology, Sam is renowned for his expertise as
a clinician. He is a Diplomate in clinical psychology with the American Board ofProfessional Psychology.

)
9



Positioning Oneselffor the Marketplace: A Jack of
All Trades but a Master of Some

David lA Dozois
University ofCalgary

For myselfand several other PhD candidates, pre
doctoral internship interviews consumed much ofthe
month of January. In addition to the tensions in
volved in obtaining an internship, completing this in
terview period served as a stark reminder that I too
will soon be embarking on the next phase in my
career - the transition from graduate student to pro
fessional. Although there is plenty ofexcitement as
sociated with this rite of passage, there is also some
trepidation. The fact is that psychology graduate
students currently face far more uncertainty about the
job market than was the case 10-20 years ago. ec0

nomic and social pressures (e.g., reducing duplication
in the health-care system; cut-backs in research
grants) have altered the platform on which clinical
psychology operates, forcing many psychologists to
seek employment opportunities outside ofthe tradi
tional areas ofacademia and health-care.

Psychologists are also expected to adopt a larger
number of roles and responsibilities than that were in
the past. In addition to their roles as researchers, di
agnosticians and therapists, many psychologists also
perform the duties ofconsultants, supervisors, busi
ness administrators, policy makers, and program
evaluators. The roles of psychologists are shifting
continually, and the restructuring ofeducation and
health-care across the nation, raises numerous ques
tions for students about possible career paths and op
tions. Many students worry not only about whether
they will find work, but what type ofwork they
might ultimately be engaged in, and whether graduate
training has prepared them adequately for the mar
ketplace.

The purpose ofthis column is to provide students
with a few suggestions for positioning themselves in
the marketplace. Given that I have not yet sought
employment I cannot speak from personal experi
ence; however, my suggestions are based both on

10

observations ofthe changing job market and i
discussions with employed psychologists. i

I. Make Connections - We have all heard the cliche, I(
"its not what you know but who you know". A1- ;
though you are not likely to land a position without a I
solid academic record and good clinical experience, I
who you know may also be important. Psychology I
in Canada consists ofa fairly small number ofindi- ~

viduals, and it does not take long for connections to ~
""payoff Some excellent ways to network are to at- I

tend conferences, to join CPA sections, and to be- !
come involved with different committees or interest ~
groups (e.g., I believe that the Clinical Section is still ~
looking for someone who is willing to serve as a Stu- ~

dent Representative). ~
i'

I2. Seek both Breadth and Depth in your Training - !
Internship Directors and other hospital employers ~

have consistently mentioned to me that the ideal can- i
didates are individuals who have attained sufficient i
breadth in their training along with some degree of i
specialization. Breadth is important for flexibility on I
the job. As previously noted, psychologists do not i
always work in the specific areas in which they were _1-

trained. Thus, obtaining a variety ofclinical experi- (
ences during training will equip you with the ability .
to learn new approaches and employ basic psycho
logical principles to a variety of settings and clientele.
Conversely, it is also advantageous to have a few ar-
eas in which you can claim some expertise (although i
many psychologists believe that specialty training •

i
should be at the post-doctorallevel). g

i
3. Value, Use and Conduct Research - I have repeat- I
edIy heard students lament that their programs I
overemphasize theory and research. I have even I
heard some individuals state that they wished that ~

:;;

they never had to conduct research, and that they I
would prefer to acquire a position that allows them i
to engage solely in practice. Although the scientist- I
practitioner model may be criticized by some as 00- !
necessarily forcing practice-oriented students to learn I
theoretical models and techniques that are not com- i
patible with their career choices, these models and ~

the general-experimental approach relate to clinical i
practice in several ways. First, and most obvious, the i

$

~=~~~=~~~==~=~!Zfi:!l~=~1 ;.



ability to conduct and consume research enhances
one's knowledge base about adaptive and maladap
tive behavior, and about the optimal ways to alleviate
psychological distress.

Second, a solid grounding in research fosters a par
ticular way ofthinking and a certain method ofview
ing a patient's problems. For example, formulating a
god case conceptualization requires skills similar to
those involved in formulating research hypotheses
and analyzing data.

Third, accompanying the changing roles ofpsychol
ogy has been an increased need to demonstrate out
come efficacy and cost-effectiveness for the services
psychologists provide. In the past few years, for in
stance, a growing trend has involved the identifica
tion, promotion, and dissemination ofempirically
supported treatments. Health care policy-makers and
insurance companies are already requiring that psy
chologists not only provide evidence-based treatment
but that they demonstrate that they are providing ser
vices in a cost-effective manner.

Finally, during interviews for internship, I became
) even more cognizant ofthe value and necessity of re

search. One site that I interviewed with had recently
undergone restructuring, and the only members of its
psychology department who were still employed
were those who were productive in research. I rec
ognize that there are those individuals who are more
invested in practice than research (and vice-versa).
However, as a marketing strategy, I believe that it is
imperative for students to continue to engage in clini
cal research and become not only consumers but also
producers ofknowledge.

4. Be Aware ofMarket Needs and How to Meet
Them - There is some recent discussion that training
models in clinical psychology need to be revisited and
revised to be more reflective of marketplace needs
(Mmray, 1998). One counter-argument to this point
is that the economy should not dictate the philosophy
oftraining. Clinical programs could, however, en
hance student awareness ofmarket trends without
jeopardizing their core curriculum. At the University

. ofCalgary, for example, we have had community
)
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practitioners provide seminars on setting up a private
practice. Some students in our program also ar
ranged for a banker, an accountant, and a lawyer to
conduct a workshop on financial issues related to be
ginning a small professional business. In response to
feedback from previous interns, the University of
Manitoba Health Sciences Centre has also included
private practice as a topic for their upcoming seminar
series. Obtaining the information you need to ensure
that you will be competitive in the marketplace is
limited only by your creativity and motivation.

Students reading this column who are beginning their
training should start to think ahead and prepare for
the transition from student to professional. Clinically
and academically, it is important to be a jack ofall
trades but also a master of some. Get involved in
clinical research, set up seminars on issues related to
employment, attempt to get clinical training that al
lows for both breadth and depth, and begin to make
connections early on in your training. Attempting to
gain as much experience as you can in both the sci
ence and the practice of psychology will put you in
good standing for future employment opportunities.
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• Self-Sentiment
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These results provide a key to understanding the
mechanism by which self-oriented perfectionism in
teracts with stress to produce depression. Here, we
have demonstrated that self-oriented perfectionists
experience less satisfaction with their performance

g
s:
'"E

In general, the results supported the hypotheses. In- I
dividuals high in self-oriented perfectionism gave I
lower ratings of self-satisfaction with performance i

ithan did other subjects (p<.OOOI), indicating that ~

they were more likely to perceive their performance I
as a failure. They also experienced more intense ~

stress responses than others both during and immedi- !
ately following the test. They reported greater in- ~

creases in negative mood (p<.05), and experienced I
greater heart rate elevations during the math task I
(p<.05). Although cortisolleve~were not el~v~ed
for all individuals high in self-onented perfectlomsm ~

following the test, perfectionism among those who ~

believed the test was valid di.d predict high.er l~els ofI
cortisol post-test (p<.05). Finally, those high m self- ~

oriented perfectionism continued to experience more i
elevated heart rate than those low in self-oriented i
perfectionism at recovery (p<.05) and this differ~celif"'.•

was especially strong for those who reported usIng
task-oriented coping strategies (P<.016). _

i
i
!

I
§
'".j

. Participants for this study were 130 undergraduate
.Volunteers. Upon arriving at the lab, subjects filled
out the Multkfjmensional Perfectionism Scale
(MPS: Hewitt & Flett, 1991). After nine minute, I
subjects engaged in Jacobson's Progressive Muscle ~

Relaxation (Barlow & Craske, 1994). Subjects then I
completed the Positive and Ne~tive Afted Sched- ~

ule (pANAS: Watson, Clark & Tellegen, 1988), a ~
:5

self-report measure of the subject's mood and then ~

provided a saliva sample which represented baseline ~

cortisol levels. At thirty minutes, the experimenter ~

introduced a bogus intelligence test. Following the ~

test, students provided a second salivary sample (the I
"post-test" sample) and completed the PANAS. ;;:
They also evaluated their performance and rated the I
credibility of the test. After another thirty minutes, ~

the "recovery" salivary sample was taken and stu- I
dents completed a final PANdAS..Heart

h
rate was !",ii!,"

recorded throughout the stu y usmg c est strap
monitors.
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This study focuses on one ofthe three forms of trait
perfectionism described by Hewitt and Flett (1991).
Self-oriented perfectionism is the requirement for
oneself to be perfect, and includes behaviors such as
maintaining unrealistic standards for oneselfand self
critical evaluations ofbehavior. Hewitt and Flett
(1991) suggested that each dimension ofperfection
ism is associated uniquely with various facets of psy
chopathology and maladjustment. However, the
mechanisms by which perfectionism influences be
havior and psychopathology have yet to be clearly
established. Hewitt, Flett and Endler (1993) suggest
that perfectionists may create ego-involving stressors
and that once a stressor or failure situation is encoun
tered, perfectionists may experience the adverse
more aversely than others. That is, perfectionism
may be a stress generator and a "stress-enhancer"
(Hewitt, Flett & Ediger). Perfectionists also may
employ inappropriate coping strategies when con
fronted with a stressor.

Self-Oriented Perfectionism
and Enhanced Stress Response

to an Achievement-Related Stressor

Based on the notion that self-oriented perfectionism
influences the stressfulness ofachievement events,
the following hypotheses were formulated. First,
those scoring high on the perfectionism scale should
be less satisfied with their performance on an
achievement task, after controlling for actual perfor
mance, than those scoring low. Second, self-oriented
perfectionism should predict the intensity ofthe
stress response as indicated by: a greater increase in
negative mood following the test, more elevated
heart rate during the test, and a greater increase in
cortisol levels following the test. Third, self-oriented
perfectionism should predict a greater duration of
stress response as demonstrated by: greater negative
mOQd, more elevated heart rate, and more elevated
cortisol levels at recovery. Finally, the interaction of
self-oriented perfectionism and both emotion and
task-oriented coping styles should predict enduring
stress.
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.M!!§ Keys to Child Assessment
(

Unlocl< Child Assessment with these Key Products

Children's
DepressIon
fnventDry

Children's Depression
Inventory
A self-report measure of
depressive symptoms in
young persons aged 7 to 17

Multidimensional Anxiety
Scale for Children
A self-report instrument
used for assessing the major
dimensions of anxiety in
youths aged 8 to 19 years

Conners' Rating
Scales-Revised
A multidimensional
assessment of child and
adolescent problem
behaviours and key to
assessing ADHD

Conners' Continuous
Performance Test
Computer Program
A computer administered
program used in the assess
ment of attention problems
and the monitoring of
treatment effectiveness

Diagnostic Interview for
Children and Adolescents-IV
Child/AdolescentVersion and
Parent Version
A computerized diagnostic
interview based on the
DSM-JVTM for ages 6 to 12
and 13 to 17

Feelings,Attitudes, and
Behaviors Scale for
Children
A self-report scale for
emotional and behaviour
assessment of young children
6 to 13 years of age
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and more negative mood following an achievement
stressor. Repeated episodes ofstress led to feelings
of low mood and critical evaluation ofperformance ,
both ofwhich are aspects of depression symptoma
tology. The physiological dependent measures pro
vided additional evidence that self-oriented perfec
tionism is linked to increased stress. Heart rate re
sponse during a task is described as indicating strong
effort and task involvement (e.g., Arnetz & Fjellner,
1986). Therefore, it appears that self-oriented per
fectionists are trying more actively to succeed on this
task than other subjects. This is similar to sugges
tions that perfectionists attempt to be perfect in most
or all oftheir tasks (Flett, Hewitt, Endler & Tassone,
1995). As a result, one would expect these individu
als to expend undue effort and energy in many situa
tions in daily life. This could increase the frequency
of perceived stressors and the magnitude ofstress re
sponse leading to long term consequences for both
physical and mental health.

The present study is particularly exciting because it
demonstrates that three different domains ofstress
response are affected by self-oriented perfectionism:
mood, heart rate, and cortisol levels. This finding
has important implications for understanding the
physical and mental health of perfectionists. This is
also one ofthe few studies to identify a personality
variable that influences physiological arousal in both
men and women which should make perfectionism an
essential variable in the study ofcardiovascular dis
ease.
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a young person's anxiety
symptoms with this discerning
self-report instrument!

Now there is an easily administered rating
scale that is designed to assess the major
dimensions of anxiety in young people
aged 8 to 19 years.

The MASC consists of 39 items
distributed across 4 basic scales: physical
symptoms, harm avoidance, social
anxiety, and separation/panic. It also
offers 3 subscales, a total anxiety scale
and 2 major indices (anxiety disorder and
inconsistency). The MASC will provide
you with a reliable and valid assessment
of anxiety symptoms and supplies
structured and normed information on
clinically significant symptom domains.

This instrument is ideal when you need a
swift assessment of a child or adolescent's
anxiety problems. The MASC's sensitivity
to changes in symptom type and level
will also allow you to monitor treatment
progress.

The MASC... a progressive development
in the field of pediatric anxiety disorders.


